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PAPER

EDITORIAL
Say:''P!'' "What?" "F,say it!" "IT!" "I said F!" "So what I said IT!" "Oh shit' FUCK YOU!"
"Rock who?" " BUY ROPE! " "Rope? Why?" "Wonder why?"
Let's take it again. First of all welcome to our issue #5 of this extremely fabulous TOILET
PAPER. Some of you may wonder, why we made two issues instead of one. For those : keep on
wondering, it' s good for you! This is also a somekind of Christmas- num ber, which explains the
high amount of articles concerning that particular time of year. Anyway we still hope you can enjoy
this magazine, because it is our only reason to make every new issue .
Some of our members are going to head to Denmark after Christmas to attend the big computerparty planned to be organized there. If only the Christmas-traffic in the post doesn ' t preve nt us to
send fast it is obvious that this number will be spread at those parties. That is ofcourse if the guys
ever get to the party-place. I've heard that a few hard drinker is travelling in the same bus. Good
luck lads!
I just got to know the new Zine issue number #11 and I must admit that their new look is about
hundred times better than the old one. The background is betterly colored and the menu-selection
is absolutely fabulous . If they just changed that lousy font; especially the one used in interviewquestions . Also the quality of the articles was tremendously high. Good work all in all. My pity
for those, who think they make it for money. You guys have lost your brains.
By the way about those fonts yet; in this issue you can take a look for some fonts we thought were
made in co-operation with imagination. They all doesn't look so good. some of them may even
be irratating, but they surely give you an expression of an unique font. Imagination seems to be a
talent only a few still own. We lost it in the World War Il.
I hope somebody else will write the other editorial as I'm running so badly out of good topics
(as you may have noticed above). About the future I can tell you that we will release at least 4
numbers yet as it is so respected to achieve the amount of 10 issues in all.
Time the blow up the addresses to fill some empty space (espace that is in Frech!):

PEACE PRODUCTIONS
MARKO T. KILPELAINEN
LINNASAAREKUJA 5A
78300 V ARKAUS
FUCKLAND

DEATH/EXOTIC MEN
mSSI LAHTEENMAKI
VINKKELIKUJ A 8
26660RAUMA
FINNOLAND

Greetings for the graphics must go this time to SCH / BLOODSUCKERS and ex TONY / NIKKI
CORRUPTIONS + the cool Santa-picture by ED-209 / EXOTIC MEN .
Enjoy the silence. Available also on MC,CD, LP + VHS. Don' t take this too seriously. Bah!! !

INTERVIEWS
SCHIBLOODSUCKERS
1. As about nobody is interested in you let's just get this over fast. Send greets!
* Greetings to: Vilma the Cat, Jauhis, Kulle, Sulky (Jukka Jlikala), Kommari, Krisse, Skyykkeli,
Mika H., Orioni of Eunox. ei Vanttonille.
2. Any fmal messages?
* We can't fail on the mission from god (Well, the chances to succeed are not so great either).
3. If you were given one wish, what would you do with it (I would personally wish more
questions.)?
* To get to session with Donnie from NKOTB! (Everybody loves'em, ha?)
4. And because we are merciful all in all anywaY,we decided to give some extra questions.
Could you give us some creative information about you?
* I'm just jerking very diligently ... (It was meant to be creative!)
5. How did you ever get involved with such a crazy group as BLOODSUCKERS? Are you
nuts or what?
* I fell love with Hom's mother (Is that, when Hoffi became jealous?).
6. I must admit that you're quite a talent on paper, but how do you feel about drawing with
a computer?
* It is a bit boring, and when you have drawn something you don't have originals like on paper.
See what I mean? (I'm sorry, I don't.)
7. BLOODSUCKERS seems to be a bit inactive these days. Ever thought of changing group?
* No way! We have made MANY games for commercial spreading, but we have had problems with
releasing them. (It seems, that's not the only thing you've had problems with?)
8. Who do you think would answer if you dialed the number 938-251 838?
* Some fucking heterosexual anyway. (Well, atleast nobody you know then, ha?)
9. Some of us know you also because of creative gramtis
on a bank's wall. Any comment about that or gramtis
in general?
* First, I really can't remember anything about that bank ...
But if you mess walls, do it with style. You see, write or
paint something funny. Like one I saw in a toilet went like:
I'm an invisible ufoman from outer space and I'm just
having a sexual act with you. (One very famous says: the
future ain't what it used to be!)
10. By the way, are you going to Denmark with the
other BLOO DSUCKERS-guys? Anything to say before leaving?
* I'm not leaving Finland. I've got balls stuck to the
platform in a sauna. (Bad luck!)

11. We Finns are known because of boozing. What's your personal record in beer- drinking
(the amount of beer per nigbt)?
* I surely drank enough, because I can't remember. .. (Liar!)

12. Sbit I can't remember wbat to ask. Next!
13. Let's move to your opinions about our beloved scene. Name the good and bad sides and
your personal feelings?
* If you are an unknown group: don't try to be famous,just have ruN! Bloodsuckers kill! You can
wipe you ass with swappers!

14. There must be some guys in the scene you idolize. Name them!
* Mahoney & Kaktus, Trashman, Mr.Sex, Hoffi (weight).

15. Do you like NKOTB?
* I love Donrue! (What will the world be when all their fans finally grow up?)

16. Have you ever tried to make a toasted cat in a microwave oven?
* I once tried to make a ball lighting in micro-oven, but suddenly I became religious. (Well
seriously, I can boil water. .. )(You do, could you teach me how?)

17. Any tip for those who can't take the last drink?
* 10. Take a bottle
20. Open bottle
30. Drink all from bottle
40. Print''Royh!''
50. Goto 10
(And I actually thought you never had a 64er. Shame on me!)

18. Your opinion about the computermagazines
and ToiletPaper!
* Computer mags are usually too stiff, but all you have
to do to become bener is to rivet your mag (but a
centerfold girl could be printed!). (The more you pay
us the more we have money to invest on necessary
equipments like a riveter. At the moment you are
paying nothing!)
19. What's your record in Pinball? Mine is 14000

000 by the way.
* My friend had few marks in, I lift up the machine,
TILT! came. Once a light started to flash, but I didn't get an extra ball. (At least he knows what
he is talking about!)

20. Do you actually think someone will really read this masterpiece of crap written above?
Do you? Do you?
*NO!

21. Give your final message to poor people on earth!
* Live long and prosper. And remember to wipe your ass time to time.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR GIVING SOME THOUGHTS FOR US. WE WISH YOU
A MERRY CHRISTMAS. WE WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS.

CHRISTMAS - QUIZ
Hara hara hara! Still few hours left before Santa arrives? Tune doesn't seem to run at all and you
have nothing to do! No problem. we 're here to help. Use your brains for something useful. Use
them for our Christmas-quiz! One point from each correct answer. Good luck!
1. Will you get all the answers right?

2. The man from Edmund's neighbourhood has been visiting boy's mother for over a week now.
Surprisingly Ed's father has always been gone for business. What has that man been doing?
3. Snowwhite and one of the seven dwarves came out of the bedroom and both were all sweat and
smiling. What had they done?
4. Why doesn't Santa Claus bring any presents for black
children in Africa?
5. How many reindeers are needed to pull Santa's sleigh?
6. Mother Christmas has just found Santa' s carefully hidden magazine-colkction. When turning over the leaves
of those mags she turns to red. Why?
7. Why isn't our Christmas-story believeable?
8. How well do you have to behave to get presents on the Christmas-eve (the mathematic formula)?
9. Santa has given you three free wishes for the Christmas-presents. What do you wish?
10. What would you do with Samantha Fox in a dark room if you could?
The Ri ght answers can be found somewhere else in the magazine. But now you can already Santa
knocking on your door. Just hold on a second and check your success!
10 points
9 - 0 points

: Very well. We admit that it was a bit tough. But
what's it for us geniuses, ha?
: Shit with you. Get back to School or die You have
still a lotto learn.Don ·t blame usofyourstupidness.

WELL IF THAT WAS ALREADY TOO HARD. WE BETTER CALM DOWN WITH
SOME NICE CRAP FROM YOU. READERS ...

MAILCHANNEL
We have some great news for you. We actually received some letters from you. Thank
you. But to keep readers' interests up we made up some ownies too •.•.
HOWDYl
Now your mag I can relate to - It' s really good - do you go to a lot of trouble to print it?
Nik / TIME (South Africa)
Peace production says: Well, you' re absolutely right about our mag. Actually I don ' t have to go
through any trouble to print it as Death does it (hah hall), but what wouldn't we do to please our
intelligent readers?
Death says: If we go through any difficulties when making an issue, copying isn't one. You just
place a paper and push a button. Think all the "work" we have to do when making up the stories,
writing this crap. That's difficult, if something is.

RAOALISM (AGAIN)
ToiletPaper is really cool, 1 only think the art is poor in it. Oh by the way, did I tell you that I'm
an artist (= this is maybe abit surprising, but you didn't mention it earlier).lfyou want some cool
pictures I can help you out. Only one thing is that I don't like the racialism in the mag at all. 1 think
you should publish in the next mag the joke about the Jewish man and the whore, but where the
whore is white etc. etc.
I'll fmish a piccy if you promise to change that racist joke!
Fast Eddie / ARCHAOS (England)
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Peace productions says: Think about this: if 1 call a white
man an idiot, it's okay, but when I call a black man an idiot.
I'm a racist - although what 1 talk about is the individual
himself. There are wise white men and stupid white men as
well as wise black men and stupid black men. If you tell ajoke
about Margaret Thatcher, nolx>dy thinks of it as an attack
against the white. A jake isn't an attack against the black,
we 're all homo sapiens (available in different shapes, sizes
and colours) . We're not raclsts m ToiletPaper and keep m
mmd that jokes aren't meant.to be taken too serious., Some of
you people should rather crltlClZe real scum like millS mstead
of a couple of joking chaps.
Death says: If mister Fat Eddie told us how tell that joke with
a whne whore 10stead of a black whore, and If mlster Fag
Eddie told us what is the po1Ot in telling the same Joke again
, and if he stopped blackmatling us with this racialism thing,
we would very much like to consider his offer. Till then, try
to get the point!
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THE KING IS AUVE!
Hereby I, Elvis (the King) want to tell you on the pages of this extremely cool magazine that I'm
alive and dancing to the jailhouse rock. I'm alive!
ELVIS PRESLEY
Well, "I'm alive", that's what Aleksis Kivi (in English Alex Stone) said too.

BIG B IS AliVE!
I, John Belushi hereby declare that I'm very much alive & feeling good.
JOHN BELUSHI
Cut the crap you fakes! That is exactly what Elvis said! Nomore stars, please.

YODUDES,
Bomb Runners, an international nut shit terrorism organisation, requires money immediately. So
be enormously helpful. If not delivered this hour, it shall be the end of your lousy bullshit mag.
Transfer $ 1(XX)()()() U.S . dollars to our Swiss bankaccount B-007-1541.
BOMB RUNNERS
Hah hah haa ... Good try BRAINSTORM. Now you may wonder, how we knew it Well,
BRAINSTORM was a little too careless when writing that "demand". Just pick up the first letter
of each word. Besides that account-number looked to me like the ones in Donald Duck. But because
it is Christmas time anyway we will forgive you guys.

DEAR EDITORS,
You were the last persons I was able to turn to with my problem. I am a ten-year-old boy and last
week I was home alone as my sister was in the movies with our parents. After half an hour I began
to feel really hungry. But there was nothing to eat. Finally I was so desperated that I couldn't help
myself from eating my sister's only goldfish Henry. To my sister I told that a cat had catched it.
She believed it, but now I am afraid, that Santa Claus knows about my lie and won't give me any
presents.
Merry Christmas!
Well, you turned to the right persons, really. First
of all you should know one very important thing:
Santa doesn't give you those Christmas presents,
it's your parents that do. So as long as they don't
know the truth there is nothing to be afraid of.
Besides, that Henry would have died sooner or later
anyway. Merry Christmas for you too.
HOW ABOUT MOVING TO NEXT MATTER ..

M1IJ§IIC (IL(Q)§lE If(Q) 1IJ~ IIILIL 1IJ§II(Q)N C(Q)ILIID
CIEI~II§ 1I'OOA,§ §I?lECIIAIL §IEIII1I' n}
Halleluja! This time we are back with the mega-special-bumber-Iose-your-illusion- super-multihyper-issue of our mag, and as Christmas time is always the time of presents, we decided to give
out the ToiletPaper International Music Awards! If you are wondering, what we mean, I'll tell it
to you: it's just like the MTV music awards, only better and bigger and whatsoever ... We've already
sent a piece of toiIetpaper to all winners, and we have also asked them to send them back after
they' ve used them - that way we ' ll be able to have a competition, we'll give away genuine shit of
their favourite starts to the winners! Think about it - how cool would it be having shit of Ennio
Morricone in your own home!
Well, of course we must start with the biggest disappointments of 1991. The ToiIetPaper award
for the worst musical contribution goes to Steve Backley. Although his crying after he failed in
Tokyo was music to my ears, it's simply so horrible to see a grown lamer cry. The most disgusting
rock artist of the year is Bryan Adams. Ever heard of musicians using too many cliches? The most
disgusting perfonners were New Shit On The Block and Roxette. Ever heard of commercial
music?
The best magazine with music articles is of course ToiletPaper! Our
1;)
....
intelligent and truthful articles have in all possible ways created a great
atmosphere and all in all we're the best
Of course our awards go to real rock'n'rollers - you knuw those
people whose principle in life is simple: sex,drugs and rock'n'roll.
Something to respect. Although Elvis is dead (thank god!), we proudly
announce Living Color the best newcomers with their second album
"Time's Up". The best surprise came from Guns N'Roses, who fmally
managed to do good music after lameness. Once again 1'd like to say that
"Lose Your Illusion" has nothing to do with the G N'R albums, nor is
our title trying to make any parody of them in any way. The best music video was undoubtetly
"Series of Dreams" from Bob Dylan. He even was involved in making of that video.
And now the best albums of 1991... The best Finnish album was "Taivaan kappaleita" from Juice
Leskinen Grand Slam, good lyrics and a lot of humour in a way none can do in English. The best
live album was "Flashpoint" from The Rolling Stones. Funny to see (or rather hear) 50-years old
guys playing 25 years old songs. Probably something is wrong in the music scene. The best rap
album was "Apocalypse 91" from Public Enemy and the best pop album was "Baby" from Yello.
They managed to mix different styles of music very well without making any shit technopop-hip
hop-machobullshiL The best album overall was the 50-year anniversary of Bob Dylan, "Bootleg
Series". About four hours of Dylan music, and the album was simply great and the best.
In case you're interested in music news, you're in the wrong Lose Your illusion. Check out the
another one ... And oh yes: merry Christmas!
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WELL, I THINK IT'S ABOUT THE TIME TO MOVE ON TO REAL CHRISTMAS-BULLSHIT. DON'T YOU THINK SO?

CHRISTMAS - STORY
Something lovely:
Once upon a time, not so far from here, there was a little village near the north pole. And in that
village lived Santa Claus with Mother Christmas and the 1001 brownies. Years around they
worked very hard to make presents for children over the whole world. And on every Christmaseve all those present were packed to Santa's sleigh to be delivered. This Christmas was not an
exception.
The whole village was like a big chicken farm. Everybody was running around foolishly. But
soon the sleigh got full of presents and the trip could begin. Santa took one the brownies to control
the reindeers while he was climbing in the chimneys. He really loved to do it. Seeing those smiling
faces of children when he handed over a packet It was absolutely unimaginable.
Back in the village everyone was waiting Santa to get back, so that their own Christmascelebration would be able to begin. Soon they saw a dark shadow against the moon and they were
filled with warm joy and happyness. Quicly everybody ran inside a big house, where the meal was
to be served. Santa came in with with ma and they both sat down to the gables of the table. Almost
immediately all brownies began to sing Christmas-songs while the porridge was carried in and
rationed out. The air was filled with hum of voices and everybody was having his part of fun. It
was having Christmas in the meaning of word Christmas.

Something adventurous:
But suddenly all the lights went off and darkness fell over
the room. everybody started to run around aimlessly. Then a
loud scream was hearci It was like the last sound of a dying
beast born in hell. Then the lights came back. In a few second
everyone realized what was happening. In one corner there
were two armed men holding Mother Christmas. She had been
the source of the scream. B ut not without a reason because one
of the crooks was holding a gun on her temple. The other opened his mouth and said: "Free all your
jewelry and money and hang them over into this bag. Do not try to play hero or this is one of the
last moments you see that lady alive. Got itl"
Then he started to circle the room keeping the bag open as it filled with jewels and other worthy
goods. Soon the bag got full and o ne bandit hailed to the other as a signal of leaving. At the door
other one said yet. that they would keep the lady as a hostage in case somebody would try to follow
them. And the other added that when nine months is passed after the lady has got back, Santa can
start to wait something wonderful. They both smiled in the front of all the 1001 confused brownies
and were about to leave.

Something surprising:
Then one of the brownies raised his voice and stated nobly: ·'Please. I beg you.letma go and take
me instead of him. Show that you're humble persons and don·t want to harm an innocentwoman!"
And for the first time Mother Christmas opened her mouth saying: ··Please, take care of yo ur own
business. I want to go and that' s the fact. Come on boys, let's hit the road and have some fun!"
HAH HAH HAA! WE THOUGHT IT WOULD BE FUNNYl NEXT ONE .. ..
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REVIEW:

SEGA MEGADRIVE
Yep. this is a console review. As it looks like more and more people are buying consoles we
thought that it would be nice to know what to buy.
The price of Meg adrive is very low when you keep in mind the quality of it. You can play Amiga
quality games with it. and for example Megadrive Strider is the same as the arcade Strider - and
that's something. Of course software piracy doesn't exist on consoles - therefore it is rather strange
to see that the games are so expensive. This will be hopefully changed in the future.
Although the resolution of Megadrive is the same as the C64 resolution. many colours and
smooth scrolling make you forget it. Also the sounds are very good - although it is a shame to see
games with sounds that could come from a PC. The best works on the audio side are amazing . For
example the version of Smooth Criminal in "Moonwalker".
Probably the control pad may seem to be a bit strange for those who are used to wanking their
joystick, but it doesn't take long to get the idea - after that playing is as simple as with joystick.
All in all. Megadrive is a relatively cheap console which can give a gamer a lot of entertainment.
A honest way of playing - no more pirate copies. There are also bright sides to the expensive
software - you'll only have a couple of games and therefore you'll play them more often and also
master them sooner or later.
Of course Megadrive is a toy, just as other consoles, but it is a very funny toy - well. I've got to
go now and turn the power on ...

THE FAMOUS LAST WORDS. THIS NUMBER WAS HARDEST
TO MAKE SO FAR. STILL I THINK IT WAS THE BEST FROM US
EVER. WE REALLY HOPE YOU THINK THE SAME WAY. THAT
WAY YOU GUARANTEE THE FUTURE OF THIS MAGAZINE.
BUT NOW I LET YOU GO TO WIPE YOUR ASS ONCE MORE.
TILL NEXT TIME DUDES ...

Rustic
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